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Each Generation will Reap what the Former
Generation has SownThis issue of the European Journal of Vascular and Endo-
vascular Surgery represents the next evolutionary step in
a process that followed the birth of the European Society
for Vascular Surgery in 1987. A new editorial team has
assumed the baton of leadership from Piergiorgio Cao
(2007e2010), who followed on from Jonathan Beard
(2004e2007), Torben Schroeder (1999e2004), David Bergv-
ist (1992e1999) and its founding editor Peter Bell
(1987e1992). The Journal has evolved considerably over
the last 25 years and remains one of the main voices for
promoting high quality vascular surgical and endovascular
practice and research in the world. This is a testament to
the professionalism and enthusiasm of previous generations
of Editors and, of course, to the large number of Society
(and non-Society) members who have continued to support
its evolution through manuscript reviews and the submis-
sion of high quality research papers.
Armed with a new journal cover and logo, the latest
editorial team enters the silver anniversary year of our
Society with continued enthusiasm and commitment.
Joined in 2011 by Mike Gough (Venous Editor), Mark Koe-
lemay (Review Editor) and Phillipe Kolh (EJVES Extra), we
will endeavour to improve the profile and quality of the
Journal and, to this end, we thank our other Associate1078-5884/$36 ª 2010 European Society for Vascular Surgery. Publishe
doi:10.1016/j.ejvs.2010.11.015Editors; Eric Walhberg, Janet Powell and Philip Coleridge-
Smith for all of their hard work over the past few years.
The Journal website (www.ejves.com) is due for a major
upgrade in the near future (as part of Elsevier’s continued
commitment to its publications), but Society (and non-
Society) visitors to this website will now find it possible to
not only browse past issues of the Journal, but to access
and download (for free) any paper that has been published
for more than 18 months. This is a new initiative that we
hope will meet with the approval of our readership.
The silver anniversary of the European Society for
Vascular Surgery is a milestone to be celebrated at the
Athens Meeting in September. This is just the beginning,
however, and we invite all Society (and non-Society)
members to continue to support the Journal over the next
25 years.
J.-B. Ricco, Editor-in-Chief
A.R. Naylor, Senior Editor
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